PROJECT PROFILE
STABILIZATION OF ROCK SLOPE OVER TUNNEL PORTAL
Deterioration of sedimentary rocks
forming a nearly vertical slope between
a light-rail transit tunnel portal and a
roadway 170 feet above the tunnel
threatened both the tunnel portal and
roadway. The exposed rock face included a massive sandstone layer approximately 45 feet thick underlain by
erodible clay shale strata. Intersecting
vertical joint sets in the sandstone had
created large sandstone columns that
were becoming unstable due to undercutting from erosion of the shale.
D’Appolonia investigated the site to
ascertain the resistance of the various
rock layers to weathering and to determine the orientation of rock joints for
the purpose of evaluating rates of deterioration and potential for rockfalls.
These studies indicated that the clay
shales (Schenley Red Beds) were
weathering at an average rate of about
0.4 feet per year and that three large
rock columns supported on the shale
would likely fall within a few years.
Plans were prepared to buttress or remove the rock overhangs in a controlled manner and to protect exposed
surfaces from further deterioration by
applying shotcrete to the slope face.
Key elements of the remediation plan
developed by D’Appolonia included:

Removal of rock overhang using a backhoe-mounted air hammer suspended 60 feet above
the tunnel portal by a crane.
•

Removal of unstable sandstone
overhangs and scaling of loose rock
from the hillside,

•

Construction of an anchored concrete bulkhead below a sandstone
overhang area that needed to remain in place to support the roadway above,

•

Protection of the face of the erodible shale with reinforced shotcrete
and construction of a drainage system for collection of surface water
runoff, and

Cross section of rock slope between tunnel
portal and roadway above.
•

Installation of temporary cable netting, anchored to the slope, to protect the tunnel portal and traffic
from rockfalls during construction.

D’Appolonia prepared detailed plans
and specifications; provided input relative to contractor selection for the rock
face repair work; and provided fulltime, on-site construction monitoring
and consultation during the remediation
effort. The repair of the rock face was
completed in three months for a total
cost of approximately $900,000.
Rock slope above tunnel portal following completion of modifications.

